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KY1044 targets the ICOS pathways inducing intratumoral Treg depletion and agonism of effector T cells: 
preliminary pharmacodynamic markers from a Phase 1/2 multicenter trial
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Inducible T-cell co-stimulator (ICOS) is an important co-stimulatory receptor on effector T cells (Teffs)
that also promotes tumor growth due to its high expression on regulatory T cells (TRegs) in the tumor
microenvironment (TME). KY1044 is a fully human IgG1 that targets ICOS, acting via a dual mode of
action (MoA) by preferentially depleting intratumoral ICOShigh TRegs and stimulating ICOSLow TEffs cells
(1).

A Phase 1/2 clinical trial (NCT03829501) is currently assessing the safety and preliminary efficacy of
KY1044, as a single agent or in combination with Atezolizumab, in subjects with advanced
relapsed/refractory malignancies. Using longitudinal blood samples and tumor biopsies, we aim to
correlate KY1044 target engagement levels with pharmacodynamic properties (e.g. dual MoA) in
the tumor microenvironment (TME) and the circulation.
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(C) Graphs showing the cell density and cell ratio at Screening and cycle 2 day 8 (C2D8). Intratumoral
ICOS+FOXP3+ TReg cells decreased in response to KY1044 (Left panel) while intratumoral CD8+ T were
maintained (middle panel). Moreover CD8+ TEff /ICOS+ TReg ratio in the TME increased (Figure C,
panel right) in a dose dependent manner with plateau reached from dose level 3 (≥ 8mg) (D).

Depletion of intratumoral ICOS+ TREG and increase of the CD8+ TEFF /ICOS+ TREG ratio in the TME

“An open-label, multi-center study of safety and efficacy of KY1044 as a single agent and in 
combination with Atezolizumab in adult patients with selected advanced malignancies”

Dose levels < 8mg are associated with partial and transient receptor occupancy (RO)
whereas dose level ≥ 8mg are associated with complete RO (B,C). The absence of signal
post dosing was not due to ICOS+ CD4 memory cell depletion (D) but to the presence of the
saturated ICOS receptor by KY1044.

Assessment of ICOS receptor occupancy on ICOS+ CD4 memory 

FFPE biopsies were stained for CD8 (brown, right panel), PanCK (purple, right
panel), FOXP3 (brown, left panel) , and the intracellular domain of ICOS (purple,
left panel), to avoid competition with KY1044. Stained biopsies were quantified
by digital pathology. The matching quantifications are indicated.

KY1044 induction of GM-CSF and TNFα release is dose dependent

• KY1044 dual MoA was confirmed: intratumoral TReg depletion and Teff agonism.

• Partial and transient RO by KY1044 are observed up to Dose Level 2 (2.4 mg), whereas
complete and prolonged receptor occupancy was confirmed at Dose Level 3 (8 mg) and
above.

• KY1044 reduces intratumoral ICOS+ Tregs and improves the ratio of CD8 to ICOS+ Tregs in
the TME (Dose dependent, plateaued from dose level 3 [8 mg]).

• No depletion of ICOS+ T cells in the periphery. Transient induction in GM-CSF and TNFα was
observed at lower dose levels (linked to partial receptor occupancy).

• Sign of anti-tumor activity (PR/CR) observed.

For additional clinical data, see poster #2624 ASCO21.

Plasma concentration of GM-CSF (A)
and TNFα (B) were measured in the
first 3 cycles of treatment and the
fold-change between each time-
point and baseline (cycle 1 day 1
pre-dose) was calculated.

The results were categorized
according to the level of RO and
treatment (single-agent versus
combination). Statistical analysis was
carried to compare if the fold change
was different from 0, and if there
was variation between the groups.

Monitoring circulating ICOS+ cells in PBMCs: ICOS+ CD4 memory

In order to monitor the effect of KY1044 on circulating ICOS positive cells, we collected
PBMCs and performed chipcytometry analysis. Both TReg (CD3+CD4+FoxP3+) and CD4
memory (CD3+CD4+FoxP3-CD45RA-) are highly positive for ICOS expression (A) but CD4
memory cells (green arrow) are more abundant in PBMCs (B) and are therefore monitored
with increased confidence for potential ICOS+ T cell depletion and receptor occupancy.

The adopted cut-offs were 25% of PD-L1 positive cells in the TME and the CD8+ cells median
expression. Subjects with the better clinical benefit (PR and CR) are more inflamed with both
low and high PD-L1 expression on tumor cells, nevertheless, some subjects with cold-tumor
have SD and remained on treatment for at least 6 Cycles.

Fresh tumor samples were collected at 2 different timepoints pre and post dosing and analyzed by IHC to
correlate immune cell density and treatment activity as well as the effects of KY1044 on different immune
cells in the TME. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from whole blood collected at
4 different timepoints and analyzed by chipcytometry for immune cells profiling and indirectly assess level
of receptor occupancy. Plasma was collected at 9 different timepoints over the first three cycles and the
levels of pro-inflammatory circulating cytokines were analyzed by Simoa® bead technology.

Three different biological samples (Tumor
biopsy, PBMC and Plasma) have been
collected at different timepoints and
analyzed to explore the response to KY1044.

1. Sainson RCA, Thotakura AK, Kosmac M, et al. An Antibody Targeting ICOS Increases Intratumoral Cytotoxic to Regulatory T-cell Ratio and
Induces Tumor Regression. Cancer immunology research. 2020;8(12):1568-1582.

•The biomarker/pharmacodynamic data is based on an interim analysis (1st Semester 2021) and is subject to change.
•Thank you to the patients and their families for taking part in this study as well as the KY1044-CT01 investigators and study teams.
•Funding for this study was provided by Kymab Ltd and Atezolizumab was provided by F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd.

Low to high PD-L1 expression at baseline 
in the TME of better responders 

Analysis of PD-L1 expression in the
TME was carried out by IHC. (A)
Example of PD-L1 staining using
SP163 clone. The level of PD-L1
was assessed by on both tumor
and immune cells.

HCC patient with long term stable disease and low PD-L1 level

Each dot represents the group mean and the shade indicates the 95% C.I. Statistical
method: Kruskal-Wallis to compare the difference between the time-points and to compare
differences between groups.
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History
• 35 yr. male with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
• Prior treatment: 1L metastatic treatment with 

sorafenib (best response was SD)
Study treatment
• Cohort: Dose level KY1044 8mg single agent
• Best overall response: SD
• Total treatment duration: 42.1 weeks (Ongoing)

Fisher One-Way ANOVA = 0.002
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A dual IHC assay to assess ICOS
(clone D1K2T™, non-competing
antibody) and intra nuclear FOXP3
expression on FFPE samples was
validated. (A) Example of double
staining with ICOS and FOXP3 on
tonsil FFPE slide.
(B) Fresh tumor biopsies were
collected at the screening and C2D8.

(#) as determined by chipcytometry
(*) as determined by IHC

PD-L1 expression in the TME (*)

TME analysis (*) Baseline PBMC analysis (#)
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Panel (A) describes assay format for indirect
assessment of ICOS receptor occupancy by
chipcytometry. PBMC collected for assessment of
ICOS+ CD4 memory cells (ICOS+CD3+CD4+FoxP3-

CD45RA-). The Anti-ICOS staining antibody (clone
C398.3A) used targets the extracellular domain of
ICOS and competes with KY1044.

Similar data were obtained when assessing circulating ICOS+ TReg (not shown). Altogether
the data shows no ICOS+ cell depletions in the periphery even at full target saturation.

Refer to poster #2624 for additional clinical data
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Each dot represents the group
mean and the shade indicates
the 95% C.I.

Panels B, C, D and E display the subject profile
(red) in relation to the full cohort at baseline
and the changes observed after treatment at
cycle 2 day 8 (C2D8).

A clear improve in the TME CD8+/ICOS+ Treg
ratios can be observed, without changes in the
peripheral CD4 memory cells.
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*   p-value ≤ 0.05
**  p-value ≤ 0.01

*** p-value ≤ 0.01

*   p-value ≤ 0.05
**  p-value ≤ 0.01
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*** p-value ≤ 0.01
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